China

See also War Conditions

Transportation: Keeshin reports 2/7/40

240
240: 81
125, 129.
287
China

See also War Far East; War Conditions

Health report 2/21/40

Kung, David: Cochran asks Pinsent for confidential report on 2/26/40

For answer 2/29/40 see Box 243: 236

1) Correspondence China Box 243: 213
China

See also War Conditions

Transportation: Memoranda and proceedings of meetings between Chinese Govt. officials and Army advisory transportation experts submitted by Sheahan
(White memo) 3/5/40 245: 218

a) Conf.; present: HMJr, Sheahan, Chen, and Cochran; Puleston, later

1) HMJr tells Puleston of his reaction to Sheahan 320

2) HMJr describes conf. to Treas. group 326

3) HMJr tells Treas. group of conf. 386
China

See Export-Import Bank

War Conditions
China

Malaria control report 4/3/40  250: 113
Recht suit: Foley discusses HJr's status with regard to jurisdiction of N.Y. Supreme Court
4/8/40
China

See also War Conditions

Universal Trading Corp.

Navy outlines inspection procedure set-up since U.T.C. has no legal status as Fed. agency

[Handwritten note:]

a) HMJr thanks Navy 5/9/40

260: 418

414
China Transportation Report to Keeshin from his rep. in China
China

See also War Conditions

Malaria Control: Kung's letter of appreciation to HMJr in connection with investigation of malaria problems on Yunnan-Burma road 268: 154

a) HMJr's acknowledgment 6/3/40 153

Transportation: Keeshin forwards recent reports 158

a) HMJr's acknowledgment 6/3/40 155
See also War Conditions

Transportation: Keeshin reports show "operation on a constantly improving scale" 6/17/40

273: 170
China
See War Conditions: China; Japan
China
See War Conditions: Silver

See also Book 399
China

See War Conditions: China-U.S.S.R. (Russia-China-U.S. agreement)

See also Book 308
China
See War Conditions: Foreign Funds Control

Books 320  649
  423  685
  434
  454
  466
  503
  635
  639
China
See Day, Charles H.
War Conditions: China; Foreign Funds Control
See War Conditions: French Indo-China
China
See War Conditions: Gold

See also Book 331
China
See War Conditions: Airplanes (Thailand); -China-
China
See War Conditions: China; Export Control

See also Book 439
China
See War Conditions: Airplanes; China
China
See Stabilization Fund
War Conditions
See also Book 415
China

For letter to Amb. see War Conditions: Lend-Lease
China
See War Conditions: Lend-Lease

See also Book 406
China

Stab. Rd.: Monthly dummy report delay explained in [471]

Fox cable 12/11/41
China

Joint Council of War urged by Chiang Kai-shek
12/12/41

Stab. Bd. operations discussed in Fox memo
12/12/41
China

Stalin’s message to Chiang Kai-shek: “Do not ask us to declare war against Japan at this time” 12/19/41

Stab. Bd.: Taylor and Frese - plans to evacuate discussed by Treas. and State 12/19/41

Soong, T. V.: Appptd. Foreign Minister 12/21/41
China
Stab. Agreement of 1937 - renewal of:
Southard memo to White 12/22/41
Hong Kong's entry into sterling bloc
and Amn. and British orders freezing
Chinese assets: Amn. Consul Gen., Hong Kong,
cable 12/22/41
China

Financial Situation: Niemeyer suggestions

12/23/41
China
Internat'l. Settlement occupied by Jap.; staff still has access to banks 12/26/41
Yunnan-Burma Highway: Nov. report of traffic 12/26/41
China

Niemeyer's statements (oral) on financial position report from Am. Emb., Chungking

12/29/41
China
Burma Road: Leland Stowe's story of conditions there discussed at 9:30 meeting 12/31/41 480: 170 480
China

Coehran, E. Morde: Summary of trip
1/1/42

a) Chen wishes to withdraw from Stab. Bd.
b) Kung’s specific proposals

Financial aid for Chinese students in U.S. discussed in Treas. letter to Ernest B. Price, Director of International House, Chicago, Ill. 1/1/42

Fresse and Taylors Resume of ‘plane possibilities 1/1/42
China

Loan Proposal: Opinions of Amb. Gauss and Fox

1/5/42
China

Loan discussed by White, etc.; Currie; XXX
Livesey and Berle (State Dept.)
1/8/42
China

Lease: FDR urges HMJr to work out possible security for
1/9/42

Hull memo 1/10/42
Kung cable as result of war situation in Pacific 1/9/42

Cochran, H. Merle: Hull thanks HMJr for copy of excellent report 1/10/42

b) An analysis of action to date 11/10/42
Lend-Lease materials in Burma destined for China but transferred to British authorities discussed in FDR's name to Chiang Kai-shek 1/12/42

Lean discussed by HMJr, Phillips, Viner, Currie, Bell, Foley, Bernstein, Coe, and Southard 1/12/42

Conf. on lean; Present: HMJr, Foley, Bernstein, Coe, Viner, and Bell 1/12/42

a) Seong visit discussed

HMJr's proposal for lean - Coe resumed 1/12/42

a) Coe's talk with Hornbeck and Currie

Fax-Chiang Kai-shek discussion of lean 1/12/42

Niemeyer's activities in China reviewed by Fax 1/12/42

Conf: present: Treas. group, Currie, and Hornbeck 1/13/42

a) (Over)
a) HIJr's conversations with Churchill and Seong reported

b) A special dollar similar to China trade dollar discussed

1) HIJr - FDR w. genl. to Yu, b., B., Morris,
Keller, May '42

2) Seong told of conv. with FDR, Churchill, etc. 1/13/42
Hornbeck's disapproval of plan reported to Treas., supported by State Dept. With corres. with Gauna and Fox 1/14/42 485 345
Phillips-Treas. corres. concerning Am.-British assistance 1/14/42 364
U.S. dollar--yuan stabilization fund--Coe report 1/14/42 368
Bulc, Pavolsky, preliminary 9/23/41, 477, 460
China

Lean: Monopolies - Kung program 1/16/42 486: 124

486
China

Loan:

HMJr's proposal: Maintenance of part of Chinese Army with U.S. dollar notes - Chiang Kai-shek does not like and HMJr so informs FDR
1/22/42

Reaction to U.S. emphasis on danger from Axis primarily reported by Gauss
1/22/42

Economic and financial conditions - Gauss report 1/23/42

Fox, etc., trip to Chungking from Hong Kong - Currie reports on 1/23/42

487: 275
688: 171
278
470
482
China
Froese, Walter F.)
Taylor, Wm. H.)
Wives notified of present status
1/24/42
Summary of conclusions and considerations:
Congressman Somers (N.Y.) resolution setting up a Com. to investigate benefits resulting to China from extension of U.S. credit, etc.
Corres. between Treas. and Somers

1/24/42
1/26/42
China

Fox stranded in India - asks Treas. assistance 1/27/42

Loans: Discussion to await Fox arrival -
Soong's proposal 1/27/42 227
Gt. Britain's reaction to request for
financial assistance 1/27/42 231
Conf. of State Department and Treas. officials
1/27/42 232

Stimson-HM Jr conv. on possibility of Chiang
Kai-shek pulling out of war 1/28/42 366
Resume of progress 1/28/42 369, 371

Stimson-Menchik-Him5 conv. 1/29/42 490: 1
State Dept. wants action; Hull and HMJr to confer 1/29/42

Litvinoff-HMJr conv. 1/29/42
Treas. staff conv. 1/29/42
   a) Letters to FDR and Hull

State—men. 1/30/42
Conf. at White House — FDR, HMJr, Hull, and Jesse Jones — described to Viner, White, and Foley by HMJr 1/30/42
   a) Berle-HMJr conv.
Joint Resolution of assistance to China as drawn up by Treas. group 1/30/42

Presidential Message (draft) as drawn up by State Dept. 1/30/42
b) Jones calls for appt. with FMJr
1/30/42
1) Actual conf. 1/31/42

(c) Somy explanation wrt FDR's had
question of loan came up 1/31/42: 266

a) Letter to Speaker, V.P.
279, 287

b) Copy of letter to go to FDR to state why no
March
282

c) Tell letter to FDR
290
8) Krays letter to FDA  490:291
9) Stemee                       : 293
f) FDA's letter transmitting joint req. to Senate 10
G) Jones' rejection of Resolution  10/14/2 490:297
h) Sony radio Resolution         : 300-
Phillips and HMJr discuss simultaneous releases on terms; Phillips states British expectation that loan would be repaid promptly; British share to be £30 mil.  

2/1/42  491: 2, 4

a) Copy of British memo sent to Hull  
2/2/42  13

b) Discussion by White House group  
   prior to HMJr's appearance on the Hill  
2/2/42  15, 39

1) Conv. with Bur. of Budget  
2/2/42  27

2)  with Jesse Jones  
   30

3) Joint Res. as OK'd by FDR but not used  
   32

4) FDR's letter to Speaker and  
   Vice Pres.  
   33, 34
5) Stimson's and Knox's letters to FDR 491: 36, 37
6) Hull's letter to FDR 38
7) Soong-HMJr conv. 40
8) HMJr-Litvinoff conv. 44
9) Hull-HMJr conv. 47
10) HMJr-Early conv. 55
11) Berle-HMJr conv. 62
12) Rayburn-HMJr conv. 69
13) Joint Res. (copy) sent to Soong, Litvinoff, and Phillips 74, 75, 76
14) Copy of FDR's letter to Speaker and Vice Pres. and copies of Stimson's and Knox's letters to FDR sent to Hull 2/2/42 78
   a) Stimson, Knox, Jones, Smith, Speaker, and Vice Pres. sent copies of corres. 79, etc.
15) Bloom and HMJr discuss those who are 92
2 China
2 Loan

Conf. of Treas. group and Soong 2/2/42 491: 95
a) HMJr–Currie conv. 108
b) Bloom–HMJr conv. 113
c) Statement by HMJr on Joint Res. - draft 1 121
d)*Soong's memo on terms and conditions 131

Conf. of Treas. group 2/3/42 270
a) Stettinius–HMJr conv. 289
b) HMJr's testimony - draft 2 293
c) Meeting with House Com. on Foreign Affairs - resumed 302
  1) HMJr's reading copy 312
    a) Papers which HMJr took with him 322
  2) Res. passed unanimously 367
    a) Soong informed 371
  3) Breckenridge Long statement 308
1) Copies sent to Stimson, Jones, Knox, and Hull
d) HMJr's appearance before Senate Com. on Foreign Affairs 2/5/42: Bk. 493, p. 273

1) Minutes of meeting 493: 293

2) PDR's message to Chiang Kai-shkek announcing passage of loan 2/7/42 493: 278

3) HRMS's appearance before Select Committee of House
   4/24/42 Law - Resumé 494: 1

4) HRMS's Rudin Copy
China

Universal Trading Corp. report sent to HMJr by Lochhead 2/2/42

Stab. Bd.: Wm. H. Taylor and Wei Yin Lin
"detained by enemy action"; names deleted from those authorized to operate accts. of Bd. 2/3/42
China

Chiang Kai-shek to visit India and Burma
2/4/42

Stab. Bd.: Central Bk.'s request for loan
\textit{discussed in Adler cable}
2/4/42

Loan: Congressional Record excerpt
2/4/42
China
Fox's report after return to U.S. given to Stimson by HMJr  2/10/42
Loan: Fox memo on possible uses   2/11/42
China

Loans

Soong-White conf. 2/12/42

Stab. Bd. Status of agreement - White memo 2/13/42

Fox memo giving resumed attitude of Chiang Kai-shek, Kung, etc. 2/13/42
China
Loan:

Welles' letter to HMJR concerning speed of Congress in passing legislation 2/14/42 497: 89

Soong-White conf.; Generalissimo's attitude toward possible conditions discussed 2/16/42 198

Kung letter delivered by Fox, and reply 2/16/42 261

Chiang Kai-shek's letter delivered by Fox, and reply 2/16/42 264

Press reaction in China 342

Chiang Kai-shek's message to FDR from Delhi 2/17/42 345

Financial and economic condition - Fox report 2/17/42 324
Loan conditions discussed by reps. of Treas. and State, together with Soong 2/19/42 498: 198
a) Treas. letter to Phillips 204
b) Treas. letter to Welles 498
China

Loans

Draft agreement discussed by reps. of Treas. and State, together with Fox and Currie
2/21/42

a) Draft agreement

b) Re-draft 2/21/42

Amb. Geanje's recommendations concerning loan
2/21/42

Chinese students in U.S. - financial aid to
2/20/42
Official reaction (unsatisfactory) in China reported by Amn. Emb., Chungking 3/1/42 503: 5
Bewley-White conv. on British terms 3/3/42 181
Soong transmits suggested changes in draft Agreement by Generalissimo 3/3/42 614
Red Cross situation and transfers from U.S. dollar accts. in Occupied China to accts. in U.S.: Fox asks Adler for info. concerning 3/2/42 148,150,623
1/1/42 505: 268
China

Stab. Bd.: Adler memo following conf. and quoting Hall Patch 3/5/42
Conf. of Treas. group to discuss Soong's suggestions on draft Agreement 3/6/42 505: 90
Conf. of Treas. group, State Dept. reps., and A.M. Fox to discuss Soong's suggestions on draft Agreement 3/7/42

a) Proposed letter to Soong 2/7/42 242

Wells (State Dept.) urges retention of Article II 3/4/42 506: 135

b) Bill memo
(c) H.M.S. - miller conv.
1) Draft of reply to Nekoes
2) Letter to Nekoes
3) Sonny letter after message from King
4) bef. for gang 3/12
5) Quill article # give Sony in NY

1) Chimney K. Shiki's notice
2) King of dr. estate business
China

loan: meeting in Mr. D's office to Dr. State

Egy: suggestion of exchange of letters [illegible]

[illegible] agents on Song's acquiescence 2/1/42

Song's assurance of information 5/10: 1, 4

use of funds

Eyl. in Bell's office re: payment of 800. 8/27/42: 13
Joint statement 3/21/44

Hurst letter of message to Kunhy. 194

Song adds "the Minister of Finance" to letter

Agreement - copy to FBI

Chronology of loan Cooglad

Kunhy letter to FDR. 3/25/44

Indians eastern to loans. 4/1/44

5/10:17

5/10:260

5/10:304
Stabilization Bd. Adler report on meeting of Bd. together with banking and financial experts called by Kung 3/13/42 507: 338

Central Bk. of China, Chungking: Designation as depository of U.S. moneys extended to permit acceptance of deposits, etc., of U.S. Army and Navy officials 3/13/42 342
China

Smuggling Prevention Forces (Treas.): Treas. cable to Adler 3/26/42
China

Wood Oil Loan: China Land Trading Corp. pays off 2 1/4 in advance 1/1/42 512:274

a) M. T. K. letter of appeal 1/1/42

b) C.O.I. letter to Chicago 514:105 514:113
China
See Lend-Lease

Books 513
625
Soong calls at personal request of Generalissimo to extend thanks to H.M.Jr 4/3/42

Rate of exchange between Chinese natl. currency and currencies in occupied areas 4/4/42
China

Loans Conf. to discuss China's issuance of bonds and savings certificates backed by $200 mil. from the $500 mil. credit 4/11/42

a) Bell instructed to deposit $200 mil.

Stab. Bd.: Exchange rates lowering of to 5%
U.S. currency discussed 4/11/42

269, 279, 280, 281

285, 287

352,

354

676: 205

518: 48
China

Loan: To appear in budget as "War Expenditures Loan to China"  4/15/42  516: 269
China

Stab. Bd.: Weakening of Bd. decried by Phillips 518
and White 4/21/42

a) Cable to Adm. 4/22/42

4/27/42

518: 261

519: 351

521: 114, 150
Stab. Bd.: Chinese Treas. notes instead of fapi and circumstances governing inclusion of that portion of U.S.$50 mil. which has been secured by purchase of yuan by Secy. of Treas. discussed in cable from Adler at Chungking 4/23/42

Chinese assistance to British Army in Burma: Gen. Stillwell's telegram to Generalissimo 4/24/42

Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation: Establishment of branch at Chungking discussed by Hall Patch and Gauss 4/25/42
China
Loan: Kung invites Treas. suggestions 4/27/42

Economic Conditions: Adler reports deterioration 4/28/42
China

HMJr's message to Chiang immediately upon return of Fox 5/1/42

Adler told Treas. prefers that Nov. 1 agreement continue in effect 5/1/42

Economic report from Adler 5/1/42

New Accts. Titles of confirmed 5/4/42
Stab. Bd.: Restrictions (recent) imposed on commercial banks in China 5/5/42
China

Adler report  5/11/42

a) All Chinese Govt. property in Burma destroyed
b) Kung thanks HMJr for continued interest in all aid in war effort
c) Kung happy at word of Fox's return

d)  's further message of appreciation 5/16 029:52
Central Bank advised Treas. Certificates of Indebtedness or Treas. bills best suited for investment of funds of type now on hand.

5/19/42

Sterling Fund, 1939 - Adler advises Stab. Bd. resolved to take over management and control of 5/19/42
Adler report on industrial and mineral production 5/20/42

U.K.-China financial aid agreement - copy of 5/21/42

a) Terms discussed by Phillips with State and Treas.; growing Chinese animosity toward British discussed 5/21/42

Adler report on economic and financial conditions in Chungking and Shanghai 5/22/42
Leon (British) discussed by Phillips and HMJr 5/29/42

a) Sterling fund of Chinese Stab. Bd. 5/29/42

b) "(Mr. Ho) told Song + Wm Fr 6/14. 5/29:177

Fox arrives in Chungking; "economic situation shows serious deterioration" 5/29/42

144

c) House tells M.10 that Cons. is Dr. had better handle details alone 6/21:00

535:179

d) Kung-Fox env. repts to 6/11:00 536:362

c) Cable from Kung to Soong on British loan a stabilization
Read - white memo 6/15/42 589:89
China
Economic report by Adler from Chungking
6/1/42
Central Bk. of China to be sole bank of issue in future - a Kung victory

6/8/42
China

Fox dies in Chungking 6/21/42

a) HMJr's note of condolence 6/22/42

b) Xing-Hung-So company 6/22/42

c) Chen

d) Further information by Lockhead

e) Cable to Adler concerning funeral effects 7/24 543.4

f) Executor of estate asks help of Zinan State Bank


g) Will letter concerning 7/14 526.18

h) Adler, Solomon re. Antony successor 7/11 545.24
h) Kungaj agarui Adler 7/16/42 547:180
i) Kungaj letter to HRM Jr 7/12/42 549:36
j) Fox's last report transmitted by Adler 7/16/42 549:329
China

Fiscal and Monetary Situation: Apparent continued deterioration and possible remedy discussed in cable to Amn. Emb., Chungking 6/23/42
China

Refugee situation in Shanghai reported to HM Jr by Judge Irving Lehman and then to Sumner Welles 6/27/42

- Walks—HM Sr conv. 6/30/42
- Lehman letter to HM Sr 7/16/42
- Disc. by 9:30 group 7/16/42
- Walks letter—a minor Leavitt memo 7/16/42
- Walks—HM Sr letter 7/20/42
China

$48 mil. credit to Central Bank of China in 1937; Use of gold to pay off approx. $20 mil. still owing discussed in Kung-Adler cable 6/30/42

544 334

544 45

550 136

552 39

544
China

Shanghai Currency: Milo Perkins and HJr discuss situation, possible remedy, and attitude of FDR and Wallace 7/20/42 551: 58

a) Crane & Co. authorized to furnish paper 7/20/42 206

Customs affairs - crisis imminent as result of Govt. decision to apply Treas. law to Customs 7/20/42 249
China

White reports on rumor that commanders in Eastern China are not offering determined resistance to Jap. forces 7/29/42

Stab. Bd.: Adler's membership - Hall-Patch asks Treas. to formalize 7/31/42

\[ \text{Handwritten note: } \text{?/6/42} \]
China

Fox, A. Manuel:

Mrs. Fox thanks HIJJr for assistance
8/4/42

Stab. Bd. resolution of sympathy
8/4/42

China Defense Supplies, Inc.: Changes in
Bd. of Directors 8/4/42

U.S. dollar purchasing power - lowering and
feeling concerning reported to Adler
8/4/42
Jap. financial measures in occupied areas outside China - White memo 8/7/42
Refugees in Shanghai: Resumed of cons. with rep of Treas. and State Dept., as well as Red Cross, presented by Joseph C. Hyman, Exec. Vice Chmn. of Amn. Jewish Joint Distribution Com.

8/24/42

Fox, A. Manuel: Stab. Bd. votes widow a settlement of US$25,000 8/24/42

b) Paul sport on situation 7/11/42 565:337
China

Currie visit discussed in Kung-HM Jr corresp. 562
8/26/42
China
Stab. Funds White report on situation
9/1/42
China

Stab. Funds: $1 mil. of sterling funds to be kept to meet current liabilities.

This suggestion from British member of Bd. discussed in Tress. cable to Adler 9/2/42
Central Bank charters: Adler’s description of draft of new charter 9/5/42
China
Hong Kong conditions described in White memo 9/15/42

a) Copy to Chin 9/18/42
China
Economic Conditions - White memo
9/24/42
China

Wei Tae-ming (new Amb. to U.S.): "Who's Who" by Hoflich

9/28/42
China

Joint Distribution Com.: Paul memo giving resume to date 10/1/42
Stab. Bd.: Adler to function as acting Amn. member, as result of Taylor's return to U.S.

10/7/42
China

Adler reports on conversation with Kung concerning current economic situation, Sino-Am. financial relations, work of Stab. Bd. 10/8/42

FRB of NY, as fiscal agent, reports on dollar exchange supply of Central Bk. of China 10/9/42
China

Extra-territorial rights: State Dept. considering new treaty; Treas. recommends cancellation of Boxer Indemnity payments 10/19/42

Economic report from Adler 10/24/42
China

Interviews with Chinese leaders - Hoflich report

10/27/42
China
Trade returns, Jan. through May, 1942 - Adler report 11/2/42
China
New Chinese Amb. calls on H.M. Jr. 11/18/42 586:152
586
China

Central Bank of China debt to U.S. Stab. Fund completely liquidated; Mr.'s letter to Kung 11/21/42
China

1937 arrangement - future status of Kung views
12/1/42

Hall-Patch provides certain info. concerning post-war relations between Gt. Britain and China 12/3/42
China

Extraterritoriality: Chen-U's Jr correos. concerning promised negotiations to abolish
12/8/42

Economic situation reviewed in Adler message
12/8/42
China.

Stab. Bd. makes first request under 1941 agreement for $10 mil. 12/10/42
China

Missionary situation reviewed in Adler cable 596
12/14/42

1937 Agreement: Request for extension of 6 mos.
12/15/42
China
1937 Agreement extended for 6 mos.
12/22/42
China
Soong-Hl'Jr exchange of New Year's greetings
1/4/43
China

Kung thanked for invitation to visit and assured that U.S. Treas. advice on China's finances is always available.

1/8/43
China
Treas. thanked for approving request for
drawing $20 mil. from un-earmarked portion
of U.S.$500 mil. loan 2/19/43 610: 204
China

Madame Chiang Kai-shek - HMJr's meeting with:

Report on economic, military, political, etc.,
conditions 2/23/43

611  215
China

$20 mil. transferred to acct. of Central Bk. of China for purchase of bank notes and relative materials.

3/2/43
Pearl Buck's report to Mrs. FDR on conditions in conn. with possible visit
3/22/43
China

Mme. Chiang Kai-shek: Special cigarettes (State Express) discussed by Treas. group 3/24/43 619: 24

a) Gaston memo 3/24/43 29
China
See Post-War Planning: Internatl. Stab. Fund

Books 628
630
664
722
729
748
China

Mme. Chiang Kai-shek's future plans discussed in Secret Service Chief's letter 4/9/43 624 87

Diplomatic Missions: Subsidy to discussed in Amn. Emb., Chungking, cable 4/11/43 224
See lend-lease.

Financial conditions in occupied sections reported by Adler 4/14/43
China

Foreign exchange rates discussed in Adler memo

Stab. Bd. repaying U.S. $10 mil. 4/23/43

White memo

6/29/43

[Handwritten notes]

2) Affirm reply on value of transportation.
China

Chiang Kai-shek thanked for birthday gift 5/6/43

Stab. Ed.: Foreign exchange conversion by diplomatic and consular establishments in China at the official rate plus 50% (Book 628, p. 99)

a) Treasurer asks certain questions concerning 5/6/43

b) Adler reply 5/12/43
   5/12/43
   5/22/43
   5/26/43

(c) Decr. advise verbal agreement only 6/37: 268
2) Inc. suggestions (further) to Address for discussion with Kemp, O'Barr, 29th Oct.

6 38:105
China

Stab. Bd.: Transactions

Adler comment on certain current transactions
5/11/43

Doolittle’s landing in China: Chiang Kai-shek’s message concerning massacre of Chinese released to War Dept. 5/14/43
China

Stab. Bd.: Investment of U.S.$1 mil. in Chinese Govt. U.S. Dollars-backed Savings Certificates - Adler cable concerning 5/15/43

Trade between occupied and unoccupied areas through Honan province discussed in Amn. Emb., Chungking, cable 5/15/43

Occupied China: Remittances from U.S. to - Treas. program for reported to Adler 5/15/43
China

Stab. Bd. and Kung given Treasury program for effecting remittances to Occupied China from U.S. 5/24/43  

Internatl. Monetary Cooperation: Adler reports on meeting of financial experts 5/24/43 640:256

Economic report from Adler 5/25/43 611:143 237 641:76
Stab. Bd. authorized to convert US$1 mil. into fapi for purchase of Chinese Govt. U.S. dollar-backed Savings Certificates with 1-yr. maturity
5/31/43
China

See Foreign Funds—Central
Stab. Bd. 1 Foreign Exchange conversion by
diplomatic and consular establishments
in China at the official rate plus
50% (Book 628, p. 99)
See also Book 632
Amn. Emb., Chungking, requests
clarification of instructions
6/1/43
Adler’s clarification
6/1/43
6/10/43
6/26/43
Stab. Bd. Adler reports on Kung's desire for reconsideration of agreement.

6/9/43

Kung's desire to augment revenue.
China

Doolittle raid: Results discussed in Currie letter 7/1/43

June economic report 7/3/43
China

1941 Agreement: Resumé of Trans. steps given Adler 647

7/9/43

* International Fund proposals: Changes applying to
China and latest revised draft reported to Adler 7/10/43

245

a)Lang regards to Chinese monetary system: no
International effort until Allied Gold is in
agreement 7/6-143

649:105
a) Kung reply 1/5/63 654:93

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]
China

Discussion of Kung's request for $200 mil. in gold

a) Message to Adler

b) FDR to Hull in frank 7/15/43

c) Adler's reply to (a) 7/17/43

d) further memo on sale of gold in China

emi. in situation etc. 7/17/43

e) Mr. Hmsr, Bernstein & Kastle 7/17/43 651:199

f) reply (copy of to Adler) 7/17/43 651:212, 214
9) Address and copy of 2nd secret message to Roomy 7/3/143

b) Roomy reply 8/1/143
a) Add B's 2nd copy of 2nd draft message to Kweny 7/31/43
b) Kweny's reply 8/2/43
China

See Foreign Funds Central

Chiang Kai-shek's book on economics - Adler's review of 7/17/43

(Written by Tao, Chiang's aide)
China

See Occupied Territories: Narcotics
Economic situation reported by Adler
7/23/43
China

Exchange situation for U.S. dollar notes reviewed in Amn. Emb., Chungking, cable 7/30/43
China

Counterfeit situation reviewed in Adler cable
8/2/43

Economic survey by Adler
8/2/43
China

Amn. Emb., Chungking, reports on Jap. treatment of Admiral Yang's agents 8/5/43
China

1941 Stab. Agreement - extension of.
See also Book 647

Adler resignation withheld temporarily
in view of possibility of renewal
of Agreement - Kung informed by Treas.
8/10/43

Adler and abroad newspaper reports
lead Agreement is not to amended./

Adler angry 9/19/43 657:111

Adler's future cause reviewed in电缆 7/1943, 657:160

Adler taking 2nd vacation abroad 3/2043, 657:287
Chairman China reservation reported by Adler 7 Lurate.

End of trip 2 am. instructions on trip 7/25/43 6:09:12 P.M.
British Embassy (Lindsay) used to facilitate trip 8-24-43.

8/25/43 6:00 P.M.
Strategic Materials - increasingly higher prices for:
Discussion of in cable from Amn. Emb., Chungking
8/17/43

a) Reply for Amn. Emb., Chungking 9/20/43, 657:216
China

U.S. dollar saving certificates issued by Chinese Govt.: Provisions controlling import into U.S. reiterated to Adler 8/19/43

Jewish relief operations in the Shanghai area:
Paul memo on problem of continuance by Amn. Jewish Joint Distribution Committee 8/21/43

a) Dean memo to Adler asking if Comm. could use $40,000 monthly for 6 months 9/17/43
Stab. Ed.: Chen's resignation not accepted by Kung
9/8/43
China

Post-war reconstruction speech of Chiang reported 9/12/43

$200 mil. of the $500 mil. financial loan from U.S. to be used for purchase of gold to be sold in China as anti-inflationary measure - Generalissimo's announcement 9/13/43

288

a) Kemp reported to be considering sales to public 9/13-14/43

667: 25
Students: Plan for sending 700 to U.S. annually for 5-yr. training as technical personnel discussed in Amn. Emb., Chungking-State-Treas. corres.  9/15/43
China

HMJr and White discuss

a) Renewal of $50 mil. stab. loan; White advocates rate of exchange more closely approximating real value

b) Earmarking $200 mil. of gold of the $500 mil. loan; White advocates releasing gold only as rapidly as it can be shipped and sold in China

9/29/43

C) Utilization of gold not yet supplied you by Chinese Govt. - Am. Emb. Chungking message 10/32

D) No publicity in H.S. advocated by T.O. 6/7 4:30

668: 68

669: 172
China

Stab. Bd.t Overseas Chinese remittances up to US$200 - possibility of receiving official rate plus $50% submitted to Bd. for consideration - Adler cable 10/10/43 670: 173

Economic report by Adler 10/10/43 175, 177

Sale of gold on free mkt. in China to cover expenses of U.S. Govt. there questioned by Adler 10/10/43 179

Adler asked to meet White in Cairo 10/11/43 193

Missionary losses due to existing official exchange rate: Adler asked to investigate 10/11/43 195

a) Adler elucidates Kung's point of view 12/6/43 670: 13
China

1941 Stab. Agreement:
See also Book 647
Ballantine (State Dept.)—White conv. concerning present status of negotiations
11/5/43

Waley—White conv. “11/14
Need instructions to Adler: resignation still indicated
but slight delay in regaining to Chinese agent.

a) Kung reaction reported by Adler “11/14
674:38

(und)
China

Foreign Service Drafts: Cashing of discussed in cable from Amn. Emb., Chungking

11/12/43

675.287
China

U.S. military and civilian governmental expenditures: Adler asked to discuss with Kung exchange rate for 11/20/43

a) Reply 11/24/43

b) Treasury's 2nd cable to Adler 11/24, 678: 340

* 1) Copy sent to Hull

685: 219
690: 256
China: New $1 billion loan

Represents Hull, Glasser, Bernstein, and Lipman 12/17/43

a) New $1 billion loan has been suggested by the Chinese to FDR

b) Inflationary dangers pointed out by HMJr to FDR

c) FDR does not want to join British in this loan

1) Kung's desire for joint loan surprises FDR

d) Proposed memo to FDR 12/18/43

e) Cable from Amb. Emb., Chungking, finally released by State Dept. to Treas.; discussion by HMJr, White, Bernstein, and Luxford 12/20/43
China

Economic report by Adler 12/1/43
Stab. Bd.: Winding up of affairs by year's end anticipated by Adler 12/1/43
Adler's appt. as Treas. rep. with diplomatic status discussed in White memo 12/2/43
China

Economic report 12/7/43
Additional loan - possibility of application for discussed in Amn. Emb., Chungking, cable 12/9/43
Reverse Lend-Lease: Amn. Emb., Chungking, reports Kung's unsatisfactory reaction; suggestions for future steps by U.S. given 12/10/43
Gold and prices discussed in Free China 12/11/43
* Kung's attitude further elucidated in Adler letter 12/13/43

* S. Wu to Gen. Chennault: U.S. feels that Japanese backers are 
sweeter than their own. Agreement reported for Am. Emb., Chungking

Am. Emb., Chungking gives further reaction
12/16/43 684:389
China

Adler gives complete resume of situation including reaction to Cairo conf., etc. 12/15/43 684: 203
Correspondence between HMJr and Kung concerning possible visit by HMJr 12/27/43

Adler reports on political instability as indicated by movement among young Army officers to displace those close to Generalissimo 12/30/43

a) Black mkt. situation also reported on

b) Adler opposes further loan

(Arn. Emb., Chungking)

Gauss/cable on conf. with Generalissimo and Mme. Chang Kai-shek; Atcheson also present

a) Hull thanked for copy 12/31/43

b) HMJr’s comment to White

Stab. Bd.: Chen-HMJr corres. at time of Chen’s resignation as Chmn. 12/31/43

Chang Kai-ngau introduced to HMJr by Chen and Chiang Kai-shik 12/31/43
China

See Foreign Exchange

Procedure now that Stab. Bd. has been dissolved outlined in cable to Adler 1/3/44 689 210 689

2) Adler ugly 1/14/44 692:59
Hull's letter to HMJr disapproving of FDR's proposed message to Chiang discussed by HMJr and Grace Tully 1/5/44 (Over)

Reciprocal Aid Agreement: White to attend State Dept. conf. on 1/5/44
a) Hull's letter to Amb. Gauss, which accompanies message, discussed by HMJr and Grace Tully 1/5/44
China
Kung's reply to New Year's message  1/7/44  6923  108
Conf. in Hornbeck’s (State Dept.) office - White memo 1/11/44

a) Reverse Lend-Lease Agreement discussed
b) Chinese Govt.'s refusal to Treas. request for special rate of 100 to 1 discussed
c) Expenditures by U.S. Govt. agencies in China - White memo 1/11/44

Weekly economic report from Adler 1/11/44

White memos (above) discussed by HMJr, Bell, White, Friedman 1/12/44

HMJr’s talk with T.L. Soong (leaving immediately for China) at Chinese Ambassador’s described * to Treas. group 1/13/44
* a) Special Army rate so that construction program can go forward discussed
b) Use of jewelers' bars (5 oz. of gold) discussed
Because of high official exchange rate

1/14/44

a) Gen. Somervell-HICQ conv. 1/25/44 694/154

b) Draft of reply

HMIR's cable to Kung

Outline of proposed legislation governing — Ann. Emb., Chungking, cable

1/15/44
d) Somervell's conv. with FDR
reported to HM/Jr 1/17/44

694: 292

3) General’s memo’s for “time savings” - alteration of
   A 10 Million loan Disc. by HM/Jr, White + Friedman
   1/15/44

695: 51, 170

4) Somervell-HM Sr conv.
   1/19/44

54

5) Initial cable

157

6) (a) m/e Gen. Somervell-White memo 1/19/44

696: 176

1) War Dept suggested only

150

2) FDR’s suggested changes

175
China

3) Gen. w/Gen. Clay - state dept. presentation
4/14/42 695:171

7/6 Cable from AEC. Embassy suggesting possible next step

1) Macan's plan for Korea to come to Wash. approved tentatively by FDR - 3/23 in Sec. meeting
Tr. letter - Bell memo 1/20/44

2/27/44
1) FDR's suggested message to Cassino

2) Caution must be taken by War-time men.

3) Report to FDR

4) Cable to Allied

5) Stillmill report to be requested
Adler letter 1/26/44
a) Memo prepared for Gen. Stilwell by one of his staff
b) Kung report on building of air bases, etc.
Stilwell's reaction to military economic situation reported by Amn. Emb. in continuation of cable 1/28/44

Amn. Emb., Chungking, reports FDR's message to Chiang has been delivered 1/28/44

Somervell proposal submitted to Kung by Amn. Amb., Chungking 1/29/44

Refugee Relief Problem at Kweilin - American Embassy, Chungking, report 1/28/44
China

Foreign Exchange Rates: Counter proposals reported by Amn. Emb., Chungking 2/2/44 700: 88


a) Kung's message to HM Jr transmitted by Adler 2/8/44 238

Adler report on financial and economic developments 2/9/44 245
China

Generalissimo's message to FDR  2/12/44  701  142
Adler instructed to hand resignation to Kung  2/12/44  159
Currency now held by Chinese banks. Adler asked for informal report on  2/12/44  160

Kung to be informed of US attitude toward repayment of the $500 million US credit extended to China  2/13/44

a) Adler - Gunn cable 2/23/44  702  140

703  107
a) Discussion by Treas. group 2/13/44
b) Conf. of State, War, and Treas. to discuss next step 2/14/44
   1) Message received from War Dept. from Amn. Emb., Chungking
   2) White proposed cable to Adler
Economic report (extensive) transmitted by Adler
2/22/44

a) Press conf. on internal situation
   held by Minister of Info. and
   Vice Min. of Foreign Affairs

U.S. Army in China and Embassy at Chungking:
Financial Adviser to Army Headquarters
Edward Acheson's report transmitted
by Gauss 2/24/44

b) Adler commented by H. on 5Tr. report 2/28/44
China

Exchange rate and loan negotiations - White chronology

3/1/44

New York state will report to Am. Emb. Chungking.

3/3/44 706:104


Adler informed of amendments to General Licenses 58 and 75; China consulted - no implication, however, that it is necessary for Treas. to consult China on all amendments
3/11/44

Economic Situation: Adler asked for report in face of rumors of collapse
3/11/44
Adler to remain in China as U.S. Treas. rep.
3/14/44
China

Economic report  3/17/44
Lochhead, Archie: Visit to China and renewal of contract with Universal Trading Corp. discussed by Lochhead and White
3/18/44
China

Madame Chiang's new request for loan discussed by HMJr and Gen. Somervell 3/20/44  712; 1
Conference; present: HMJr, Bell, and White; Vincent (State), Generals Somervell, Clay, and Carter 3/20/44

a) Somervell suggests that HMJr go to China

Stillej letter to Somervell 3/27/44  716:105
China

See War Refugee Bd.

Economic report transmitted by Adler

3/23/44
China

Military Expenditures (U.S.): Financing to be explored further with Kung - cable from Amn. Emb., Chungking 3/26/44

Effect on China's economy, as described by Adler, reviewed in White memo 3/27/44

Signed by Adler 3/26

Current status of negotiations 7/15/44
China

MAY 16 XI

Mme. Chiang-FDR corres. following inspection tour of Hunan Front 4/2/44 717. 76, 80

Adler report on certain behind-the-scenes situations, i.e., Generalissimo-Mme. Chiang relationship, etc. 4/3/44 83
* Amn. Emb., Chungking, sent instructions: U.S. Army expenditures to be kept to minimum consistent with strategic considerations because of inflationary threat 4/4/44 717:139, 229
Gold Shipments: Army Air Forces asked to arrange transportation of additional 7 tons of gold as part of financial aid extended to China in March 1942

4/10/44

7191 251
China
Ministry of Finance
Pending currency stabilization
attitude regarding appropriate procedure
for remittances to occupied areas
4/19/44
China

British loan of £50 mil. - resume of situation

4/22/44
China

Kung informs Adler Foreign Exchange Control Commission will not object to sale of U.S. dollar drafts to reputable business organizations and individuals to be paid into blocked accounts in U.S.  
4/25/44
China

U.K. loan to - White memo 5/6/44

a) Copy of Halifax's memo to Hull with draft text of announcement to be made in House of Commons
China

Raised Ann. currency notes; Appearance on mkt. brought to Treas. Dept.'s attention.

5/15/44

731: 215
China

FDR says at Cabinet "fixed prices and price control" are what is needed 5/18/44 733: 33

a) WNYNN Somervell told by HN Jr
"FDR and Mr. Stimson are not up to date"

b) Kung delivers Aide Memoire to HN Jr 5/19/44 733: 6

C) Resume of Chinese Exchange situation a) HN Sr. and I conv. 5/19/44 735: 129
'Resume of Chinese exchange situation (probably prepared by War Dept.) 5/19/44 134

c) Letter to FDR giving chronological resume of negotiating 7/26/44 736: 115
China

Aide Memoire presented by T.L. Soong (copy also given to FDR) and memo thereon for FDR discussed by HM Jr., Lipsman, and Bernstein 6/3/44

a) Political side (Mme. Chiang) as well as military side of treatment accorded to China to be discussed

b) Somervell consulted on FDR's memo

c) Treasury reply to FDR back on Aide Memoire 6/11/44

d) War Dept. letter regarding to future negotiations by Dr. Dept. looking to settlement of financial problems
3) Kung letter to FDR, presented by Ambassador Wei, returned to White House 6/25/44
Remittances on behalf of religious and philanthropic institutions — regulations for those sent through channels other than under Gen. License No. 75 conveyed to Adler 6/6/44

Adler letter on USAAF expenditures in China, economic deterioration, delivery of messages to Mr. Chiang rather than to Chico, etc. 6/7/44

Adler weekly economic letter reports Kuomintang economic decisions 6/7/44

* See also Post-War Planning: Currency Stabilization (Internatl. Conf.)
Reverse Lend-Lease Agreement; Treas. advice to Adler based on Kung proposals
6/12/44
China
Conf.; present: HMJr, Amb. Wei, and Lipasman
6/22/44
a) Kung's Aide-Memoire presented to FDR discussed
Report by Adler 6/23/44
Exchange Rates: Admiral Leahy told by HNJr that State, War, and Treas. hope FDR will not discuss with Kung but will refer question to Treas.

6/27/44
China

See Post-War Planning: Currency Stabilisation
(Internatl. Conf.)

Military Expenditures: Monthly figures as received from Gen. Clay discussed by D.W. Bell at group meeting 6/29/44 (For previous material see Book 733)
China

Report No. 1 from Friedman (Adler at Bretton Woods, N.H.) 7/4/44
China

China Defense Supplies, Inc.: All business hitherto transacted by Corp. to be continued by Chinese Amb. 7/7/44
China

Financial settlement on U.S. Army expenditures -

Dw, Bell resumes, XXX, 7/13/44

Conf.; presents HMJr, White, and Adler
7/14/44

a) Adler memo on negotiations

1) Yuan expenditures for
USAAF in China

Conf.; presents HMJr, Gens. Clay and Carter,
Adler, Vincent, and Luthringer, 7/16/44

a) Army willing to proceed on $75 mil.
basis

Conf.; presents above group and Chinese
group headed by Kung 7/16/44

a) Over-all payment from Feb. to June 30 of $125 mil. suggested by Clay

b) Airport construction - cost of over and above $125 mil. raised by Kung
2 China

c) Possible conv. between FDR and Chiang at Cairo discussed for change of air date 17558 48

d) Exclusion of 4 bil. yuan from above amts. discussed

Telegram to FDR discussed by HMJr, Vincent, Adler, and Luthringer 7/17/44

a) Telegram
China

Chiang household - report from Friedman and Adler's note 7/31/44

7591 201
China

Communist-Kuomintang relations: Behind-the-scenes developments reported by Friedman
8/2/44

Foreign Funds Control transactions discussed in Trans. cable to Friedman
8/2/44
China

Fall of Hengyang discussed in Friedman letter

8/9/44

761: 309
Financial report from Amn. Emb., Chungking 8/11/44

"Chinese Economic Theory" (book by Chiang Kai-shek) 762

For Adler review see China
Nelson and Hurley ask to discuss contemplated trip with HMJr 8/18/44
China
See Post-War Planning; Bretton Woods Monetary Conf.
China

Kung letter concerning reimbursement for U.S. military expenses 9/9/44

Kunming and Chengdu trip reported by Friedman 9/14/44

a) Communist-KMT relations discussed

b) War Dept. (maj. Gen. Clay) reply 9/16/44
China  See also XXXX Post-War Planning: Bretton Woods
Friedman resume concerning expenditures by Army
after trip to Chengtu and Kunming
9/16/44  28
9/12/44  28 prices, gold,
and foreign exchange mkt.  9/18/44  83

Ref
Brooks Atkinson's critical article in N.Y. Times,
together with Adler's comment thereon
9/19/44  244
China
Financial report from Friedman  9/20/44  773: 133
Friedman's letters giving general picture of conditions 9/22/44
China

Financial report from Amn. Emb. 9/29/44 777:158

Military operations - settlement of War Dept. memo reviewing situation to date, together with draft of memo of agreement (undated) 196
China

Dollar balances and dollar position - White memo on 10/3/44

a) HM Jr agrees to recommendation that $20 mil. of gold be sent to China

1) White - HR Jr discussion
2) HM Jr's letter of authorization 10/3/44
China

Dollar balances and dollar position - White memo on 10/3/44

a) HMJr agrees to recommendation that $20 mil. of gold be sent to China

1) White - It is discussed

2) HM's letter of authorization 10/3/44
China

Loan discussed by HMJr, White, and Adler
10/6/44

a) U.S. expenditures in China - report provided by War Dept.
Conf.; presents HMJr, White, Adler, Kung, Soong, Hai Te-mou, Chi, and Koo
10/6/44

a) Private conf. of HMJr, White, and Adler

b) Gen. Clay-HMJr conv.
   1) Rate of 80 acceptable to Kung
   2) HMJr suggests check for $200 mil.
      "calling it quite" as of Oct. 1

Conf.; presents HMJr, Adler, Kung, Soong, Hai Te-mou, Koo, and Chi 10/6/44

a) White memo giving substance of present status
China

Economic report 10/6/44

Effect of blanket licenses on outstanding general licenses governing remittances to China, etc., discussed in Friedman cable 10/9/44

a) The Treasury additional instructions 10/14/44

784:158
Central Bank's Gold Selling Policy: Details of critics requested of Trane. Attached

10/10/44
Financial report 10/12/44

1. Friedman early 10/15/44
2. Army Service Forces asked to arrange shipment 10/20/44
China

Yenan: Amn. Military Mission - Adler reports on 10/16/44 782: 103,109
China

Sale of U.S. dollar exchange by United Clearing Board, Chungking - use of these facilities clarified by Truns. 10/19/44 783:300

2) Army preference and regulations to issued by U.S. civilian govt. similar to those issued for army personnel still not met. Am. Embassy cable 10/21/44 787:195
China
See Gold
China

Foreign exchange assets of private citizens:

Amn. Emb., Chungking, transmits Ministry of
Finance suggestions 10/25/44

786 227
Congressman Judd's talk at dinner given by Chinese-American Cultural Institute reported by Friedman 10/28/44
China

Financial report from Amn. Emb., Chungking
11/7/44

Political and military situation reported discouragingly by Friedman 11/9/44 251
China

Financial report from Amn. Emb., Chungking
11/7/44

Political and military situation reported
discouragingly by Friedman 11/9/44 251
China

Mao Tse-tung (Communist leader) advises on how to handle Chiang Kai-shek 11/10/44

Mao Tse-tung-Service (State Dept.) interview and Adler memo on 11/18/44
China

Financial Negotiations: Kung-White conv.
reported to HMJr 11/14/44 7941 186
China

Chen's speech at Internatl. Business Conference at Rye, N.Y. 11/17/44

U.S. military expenses - Kung letter following talk with FDR 11/18/44

8) Memo for FDR to be prepared explaining misunderstandings created by Kung 11/20/44

a) FDR sends Chiang Kai-shek memo on expenditures left with him by Kung to Treas. for consideration 11/20/44

c) HMJr-White-Adler conf. before prior to conf. with Kung 11/25/44

1) Copy of memo for FDR giving resume of negotiations
d) Conf.; present: HMJr, Kung, White, Adler, Chi, and Pei  11/25/44  798: 222

a) Memo for FDR: Termination of negotiations reported  11/25/44  249

Conf. on letter to Kung; present: HMJr, White, and Adler  11/28/44  799: 135

A) Draft of letter

B) Excerpt from conv. between HMJr and Kung at Bretton Woods on July 16  146

C) Drafts of memo and telegram for FDR  148

D) Excerpt from HMJr-Kung conv. in HMJr's office  11/25/44  155
China

HMJr asks White "to break story"; White thinks time not quite right

11/30/44
China

Kung-HM Jr exchange of corres. upon Kung's resignation as Minister of Finance

11/24/44
Amb. Gauss reports pessimistically on situation in personal talk with Adler 11/27/44 799:103
China

Messages from officials in China as brought to HMJr by Treas. rep. Friedman
12/8/44

a) Song (T.V.) - Hsueh away. 12/16/44
b) Hsueh ugly to others
China

Hurley congratulated by HMJr on new appt. 12/13/44

Next steps in negotiations discussed by HMJr and White 12/14/44

Individual purchasers of Chinese bonds at 5% rate and correspondingly large profit discussed by HMJr and White 12/14/44

Kung, H. H.: Status clarified by Chiang Kai-shek 12/14/44

Kung told by Treasury that contract is being informalized.

Completion of negotiations 12/15/44 307: 32

Hurley advised of completion of negotiations 12/11/44 307: 257
China

Tax investigations of those enriched in China discussed by HMJr and O'Connell 12/19/44 804:29

a) Stimson wants investigation; HMJr agrees; Nunan disapproves

5) Treas. letter to Stimson appointing Spec. Agent
   James W. Dowling

1) Stimson's letter dated 10/14/44 quoting Gen. Stilwell 37
2) Nunan's memo of objection 36
3) Treas. letter to Stimson dated 10/30/44 35
4) Nunan's 2nd memo of objection 12/19/44 33
China

Hu Shih thanks HMJr and Stimson for their continued friendship to China  12/30/44  8051 X 252
Stimson letter concerning "quarterly adjustments and settlements by Treasury for U.S. Army obligations incurred in China"
1/2/45
China

No-rate yuan for procurement of local supplies and services for U.S. Govt. agencies.

Amm. Emb., Chungking, informed Adler will discuss on return to China
1/4/45

Kung-HW Jr corres. concerning speed in shipments of gold 1/5/45

a) Treas. cable to Amm. Emb., Chungking 1/6/45

b) Memo to FDR (not sent) on dangerous speculative possibilities 327

c) Adler told to discuss situation with Gen. Hunsley on return to U.S. 1/8/45 139
China
See State Dept.: Attitude of key men in Far Eastern Div. toward China and Japan (Grew, Ballantine, Dooman)
China

Donald Nelson gives White resumé of present situation 1/16/45

a) Soong asks for recommendations for someone to advise Govt. on price control

1) Leon Henderson suggested

$250 mil. plus in payment of U.S. Army expenditures in China up to 9/30/44, sent to Kung at Takoma Park Sanitarium; $34 mil. plus, now on deposit in Central Bank of China, Ch'ung-king, to be turned over to Chinese Govt. 1/17/45

Stamps used for relief purposes sent to FDR 1/18/45

a) Pass n/vise 1/21/45
b) Am. Emb., Chung King, in jail 1/26/45

\[812: 332\]
\[8140: 300\]

c) Kung returns signed receipt
1/31/45
China

Export-Import Bank loans - moratoria of (2-yr.)
discussed in White memo 1/22/45

811: 332
China

See also Book 810

Future negotiations discussed by HDJr, Kung, Chi, White, and Friedman 1/26/45  8121 269

a) Burma Road traffic discussed

b) Adjustment for last 3 mos. of yr. discussed  273
China

Hurley (Patrick) assures HMJr that Adler will be kept fully informed
1/30/45

Bank Notes: Production by Security Bank Note Co.
- Kung-Treas. corres. concerning
1/31/45
- Crowley-Treas. corres. concerning
1/31/45

Financial and economic situation - resumed
XXX by Amm. Amb., Chungking
1/31/45
China
Kung's figures on U.S. Army obligations during last 3 mos. of 1944 - Adler asked to check 2/1/45

Adler reply 2/13/45 816: 65
China

Hurley asks immediate shipment of 100,000 oz. of gold to maintain tin production, etc.

2/6/45
China

Student Pilots in U.S.: Training payment from Govt. funds or through Lend-Lease discussed by 9:30 group 2/7/45

Adler’s first report after return to Chungking 2/7/45

U.S. Army expenditures reviewed by Adler 2/9/45

Service, John S.: "Failure of Kuomintang-Communist Negotiations" memo 2/12/45

2/25/45
China

FEA states export of gold from Natl. Resources Commission's stock, N.Y.C., is essential to continuation of tin production; Adler asked to comment 2/15/45

a) Adler's reply 2/21/45  821:137
Gold exports - report covering period since Sept. 30, 1943  2/28/45
China

Adler resume of current events 3/1/45 824:50

a) Foreign exchange, taxation, Army supplies, financial reforms as announced by Exec. Yuan, Hurley's reputation, discussed

b) Memos attached on XI
   1) Procurement of liquid fuels
   2) Cotton situation in Free China

Experts of Gold to China: Cee memo 3/2/45 230

   a) Kung letter

   Expert-Import Bank loan of $16 mil. proposed for private Chinese loan - White memo 3/2/45 237
China

Gold situation (current) reviewed by Adler
3/11/45

Chrysler Export Corp.-Treas. corres. concerning
Kunming operation contract
3/13/45

Financial situation reviewed in Adler cable
3/13/45

United Clearing Bd.: Sale of negotiable checks
in China reviewed in Adler memo
3/13/45
China
Economic developments in Free China
during Jan. and Feb. reviewed by
Amm. Emb., Chungking 3/14/45
Foreign Exchange Control Commission being
abolished and functions transferred to
Central Bank 3/14/45

a) Gov. memo 3/20/45
China in relation to tin-procurement program

Experts of Gold, FEA-Treas. corres. concerning

3/17/45

Adler reviews of "American policy toward China in general and Treas. policy in particular"

3/19/45

(Chinese and U.S.)

Adler gives resume of conf. with Army/people

3/26/45
China

Financial situation: spurt of Chinese inflation - Coe memo 3/22/45

831: 109 f
China

Readjustment of exchange rate considered probable by Adler 3/30/45 833: 171
Adler to return to U.S. for 2 wks. 3/30/45 175
China

Exports of gold in relation to tin production program
See also Book 829
Facilities obtained for export of 200,000 oz.
4/4/45
China

Leon Henderson's memo: Mission Report from
Amn. Emb., Chungking  4/7/45

Economic situation reviewed by Adler  4/9/45
China

U.S. Army Expenditures: Settlement during last quarter of 1944 outlined in Coo memo 4/11/45

Kung-Treas. corres. concerning 4/11/45

Adler letter 4/11/45

a) Increase in note issue discussed

Navy-Treas. corres. concerning negotiations with Chinese Govt. for quarterly settlements of advances of Chinese natl. currency made by the Govt. of China to U.S. Navy Dept. 4/12/45

Inflationary dangers discussed in Kung-Treas. corres. 4/12/45
China

Gold Sales: Coe resumed in anticipation of talk

with Soong  4/13/45
Resume of recent discussions by Cee in anticipation of discussions with Seong
4/20/45
Chinlund, Edwin F. (Pres., Postal Telegraph Co., Inc.)

Viner speaks to HMJr about appt. to Defense Communications Board 12/3/40 335: 57

335
Christenberry, Mex Herbert W.

Justice asks HMJr to write a letter stating objections to appt. without request from them.

1/12/42

- Gaston memo
- Weelf memo
- Intelligence Unit report
Christian Science Monitor
See Post-War Planning: Germany (Treas. Plan)
Chrome Ore
See War Conditions: Strategic Materials
Chrysler, Walter P.

HMJr shows FDR auto figures; FDR delighted that Chrysler is making more cars than Ford

1/12/35
Chrysler Corporation
See Business Conditions
Chrysler Corp.
See War Conditions: Airplanes

See also Book 303
Chrysler Corp.
See United Automobile Workers
Chrysler Corp.
See Financing, Govt.: War Savings Bonds

See also Book 687
Chrysler Export Corp.
See China
Churchill, Winston
See War Conditions: United Kingdom

See also Book 385
Churchill, Winston
See War Conditions: Purchasing Mission

Books 337
344
Churchill, Winston
Meeting with FDR at sea 8/14/41
Churchill, Winston
See War Conditions: Lend-Lease
Churchill, Winston
"United States of Europe" - Sat. Eve. Post article
12/22/41
Churchill, Winston
HMJr's impression of 12/26/41
Churchill, Winston
Thanks HM Jr for Christmas greetings and records 1/1/42
Churchill, Winston
HMJr asks for autographed picture 2/20/42 499: 321
499
Churchill, Winston
Autographs photograph for HMJr
4/22/42
Churchill, Winston

Thanked for his book and sent 12 most popular records in U.S. 11/23/42
Churchill, Winston S.

Thanks HMJr from Africa for record

2/9/43
Churchill, Winston
See Financing, Govt.: War Savings Bonds
(3rd War Loan Drive)
Churchill, Winston
Churchill-FDR relations discussed by HM Jr and Stettinius 3/5/44
Churchill, Winston

New Year's greetings exchanged with HMJr

1/1/45
Churchill, Winston
See U.K.
Churchill, Winston
See Post-War Planning: Germany
Churchill, Mrs. Winston

See Financing, Govt.: War Savings Bonds
(5th War Loan Drive)
Cicogna, Gian Luca (Count)
See War Conditions: Italy
Cigarettes
See Revenue Revision
Cincinnati, Ohio
See Financing, Govt.: War Savings Bonds (Ohio)
Cincinnati, Ohio

See Financing, Government: War Savings Bonds
(4th War Loan Drive)

Books 684
690
Cincinnati, Ohio
See Speeches by HMJr
CIO
See Congress of Industrial Organizations
Citations
See Financing, Govt.: War Savings Bonds
Citations, etc.
See Treas. Dept.
Citizens Conf. on Internatl. Economic Union
See Post-War Planning: Internatl. Monetary Conf.,
Bretton Woods, N.H.
City Natl. Bk., Miami, Fla.

Penney, James C.: Upham (Compt. of Currency) report 532

5/27/42

532: 223
Civil Aeronautics Administration
See Procurement Div.
Civil Aeronautics Authority
"Monitoring planes flying across" discussed by Gibbons at group meeting 3/24/39 171: 31
Civil Aviation Conference - Chicago, Ill.

LaGuardia-HMJr conv. concerning possibility of failure 11/24/44

a) Acheson-HMJr conv. 11/25/44

b) LaGuardia informed of Acheson's explanation 11/25/44
Civilian Defense

See Revenue Revision
Civil Service

Governmental corporation employees to be placed under Civil Service: 12/12/38

Bell memo OK'd by RMJr and FDR
See Budget: $4 Billion 8 Fund
SEE Budget
See Financing, Govt.

Books 23
373
390
See Financing, Chart
Draft of H. J. So memo to FDR as to difficulties of securing full enrollment (not sure)
CCC
See Budget
CCC

See Unemployment Relief
CCC with FDR

See conf./regarding 1939 relief appn.

4/11/38

118

118: 297